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Stay in Thailand June 2016 
The new school year started about half May in Thailand. We met the sponsored students and selected new ones for 

scholarship. Until now, already 369 secondary students were sponsored by Belgisaan : on this way, they had the 

opportunnity for a better future.  

We visited also the students of our “Food Program”, including some new ones. Until now, 55 primary students joined 

this project, and so they don’t need to study with an empty stomach. At home, they have often a lack of food 
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The people of Belgisaan received in the school Tessaban5 of Udon Thani a framed caricature with clock as thank for 

the help in their school, drawned by a teacher. The collaboration in the schools 

is very good: they appreciate the work of Belgisaan.  

 

 

The children of 

the “Food 

Program” from 

the school 

Anuban Banphu 

received a small 

gift from us. 

 

 

 



The selection of the new sponsored students happens by the school in collaboration with Belgisaan. We go visit their 

home and meet their family. There is so a good relationship with them. Also this school year some new students 

joined Belgisaan  

 

 
 

We distributed clothes tot he poor  people of Nongkhuakhu  

  
 

We visit regularly the people in the villages to help and assist. 

    

   



Years ago, when they were in the primary school, we met Watcharee Boonchu 

and Puwanat Songkeaw in the slum of Udon Thani. Belgisaan took care of them 

since then. These children had no future. Thanks to the help  and the scholarship 

of Belgisaan, they could continue study in the secondary school. In May 

Watcharee started her 6th secondary  and Puwanat his 5th (cfr picture): they 

realize that they will have a future thanks to their study and they are very 

thankful to us.  

 

Tanabadee Sekim, a boy of secondary 2 

of the school of Nongkhuakhu, is also sponsored by Belgisaan. He has no 

family and an old woman takes care of him as a grandmother. She is very 

poor and do sometimes small works, but not enough to live for 2 people.  

 

Phimonsri Deemun, a girl of secondary 3 of the 

school of Banphupittayasaan, has a bad view. 

She breaked her glasses accidentally and she could not follow the lessons at school. 

Buy new glasses was too expensive for her family. Belgisaan bought new glasses for 

her. She is a good student and is happy that she can follow the lessons again.  

 

 

In the school Booriban Banphu was a girl who 

get not yet scholarship: she is very poor and needed help to continue her 

study. Belgisaan helped her. 

 

Naharutai Keawsecha, a girl of secondary 2 

of Nongkhuakhu, received scholarship 

from the Belgian school of Slijpe. This 

school gave extra money so that she could 

go shopping with us to buy useful things for 

at home.  

 

 

 

 

You can see one of our staf, Mangkorn, who give money to a very poor and sick man which 

we meet daily on the road between Udon Thani and Banphu. This man was very happy that 

some people take care of him. 

 

We meet sometimes gratuated students who have now 

a good work thanks to the scholarship. On the left 

Manoon-Noi who is supervisor in a big restaurant at the 

seaside in Thailand and on the right Suwat who is teacher 

of Thai language.  

 

 

 

 

We are regularly invited in the schools to have lunch with the teachers. We enjoy 

the Thai food. Here on the picture, we are eating in the school of Booriban 

Banphu with our stafmember Jirawan. We would like to thank her for the good 

help. 

 


